Introduction {#s1}
============

The life cycle of the nematode *Caenorhabditis elegans* is comprised of the embryonic stage, four larval stages termed L1--L4, and adulthood. Each larval stage lasts 8--12 hr at 20°C, and under standard conditions, and ends with a molt, when epidermal cells synthesize a new cuticle and the old one is shed. Although *C. elegans* larvae are mostly continuously motile, each molt is accompanied by a 2--3 hr period of behavioral quiescence ([@bib52]), referred to as 'lethargus'. Thus, the larval stages can be divided into motile intermolt sub-stages (L1int--L4int) and their corresponding lethargus sub-stages (L1leth-L4leth). However, behavior during distinct developmental sub-stages ([@bib52]) has not previously been examined in detail. Specifically, both the modulation of body posture and locomotion on developmental timescales remain largely unexplored.

*C. elegans* move directionally by propagating dorsoventral undulations along their body. Upon receiving input from interneurons, motoneurons provide output to an array of longitudinal body-wall muscles in order to propagate body bends ([@bib72]; [@bib60]; [@bib32]; [@bib57]). Head/neck motoneurons and muscles independently control head movements, such as exploratory head swings ([@bib72]; [@bib60]; [@bib44]; [@bib37]). The *gsa-1* gene encodes a G~αs~ subunit, which activates the adenylyl cyclase ACY-1, and the GSA-1(G~αs~) pathway has been previously shown to affect locomotion. Activation ACY-1 by GSA-1 leads to the production of cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP). The binding of cAMP to the protein kinase A (PKA) regulatory subunit KIN-2 dissociates it from the inactive holoenzyme, releasing the PKA catalytic subunit, KIN-1. Increased PKA activity enhances signaling at the neuromuscular junction, as well as increases cAMP response element (CRE) mediated transcription in *C. elegans* neurons ([@bib34]). Thus, upregulating this signaling pathway has been reported to result in hyperkinetic phenotypes, typically described as a nonspecific increase in the rate of locomotion ([@bib48]; [@bib46]; [@bib45]; [@bib43]), as well as in reduced quiescence during lethargus ([@bib45]; [@bib3]).

Here we present the first detailed analysis of locomotion patterns during developmentally relevant timescales, that is, periods in which significant developmental changes occur. We have analyzed the initiation, propagation and eventual demise of individual dorsoventral body bends over a 14-hr period, from the mid-L4int stage to the mid-young-adult stage. We found that some locomotion patterns undergo a gradual modulation, while others display abrupt switching. In particular, two behavioral states, active wakefulness and quiet wakefulness, were observed during the mid- to late- L4int stage. Active wakefulness was dominated by forward locomotion (propagation of body-bends from the anterior to the posterior), but included intervals of backward locomotion and 'dwelling' (non-directional dynamics of body bends). In contrast, quiet wakefulness was dominated by dwelling behavior, although it included intervals of directed locomotion. In individual animals, active wakefulness was observed to persist for epochs of 1--100 min. Moreover, the switching between active and quiet wakefulness was abrupt, suggesting that they are distinct behavioral states. The process underlying these states exhibited the signature of ergodicity breaking, characteristic of a scale-free switch, as opposed to having a simple rate constant that governs the dynamics of switching. We further show that the transitions between behavioral states were regulated by the GSA-1(G~αs~) pathway: increased G~αs~ signaling stabilized the active wakefulness state both within and outside of lethargus, while decreased G~αs~ signaling destabilized this state, but only outside of lethargus.

Results {#s2}
=======

High resolution tracking of patterns of locomotion and posture on developmental timescales {#s2-1}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To assay the modulation of behavior during development, we developed PyCelegans: a high-speed, modular image-processing tool for analyzing posture and locomotion of *C. elegans* on high performance computing resources. The function we used for processing a single frame was limited to tracking a single animal. However, the modular design of PyCelegans can accommodate multi-animal tracking once an appropriate substitute for this function is implemented, without further changes. The rate of data capture for recording throughout a larval developmental stage at a sufficiently high temporal resolution can exceed 3,000,000 images per day. For a dataset of this magnitude, the required post-processing is the rate-limiting step of the experiment. Using PyCelegans, the rate-limiting component of the analysis scaled linearly with the number of available processing-cores. By using 256 cores we achieved a speed-up of two orders of magnitude relative to previous implementations. For proof of principle, analyses have been run on up to 1024 processors. The number of processors that could be utilized, for example, from publically available clusters, is in the tens of thousands for a single dataset.

The objective of the image-processing portion of PyCelegans is to identify the head, tail, and body of the animal and to compute secondary properties based on this identification (e.g., the body midline, perimeter, and orientation). Tertiary properties can then be computed from the resulting raw data. Our analysis of posture and locomotion was based on dividing the midline of the body of each animal into 20 segments and measuring the local angles between them ([Figure 1A--B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This method extended previous analyses based on body curvature as a function of time and body coordinate ([@bib15]; [@bib67]): we tagged individual body-bends, followed them from initiation to eventual demise, and recorded their origin, velocity, amplitude, and life-time. The identification of the midlines and individual body-bends enabled measurements of local properties as a function of the body-coordinate (e.g., quiescence of individual body-segments, [Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), as well as global behavioral patterns such as mean curvature and growth rate ([Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) or modes of locomotion ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). For instance, a 2% growth of body-length per hour was observed outside of lethargus, but during lethargus a 5% shortening of the body-length was observed ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This shortening may be due to continuous growth in body-volume at a period where adding surface area to the (old) cuticle was restricted. PyCelegans enabled us to conduct such high-resolution measurements over extended periods for the first time.10.7554/eLife.00782.003Figure 1.Measurements of angles associated with body-segments: the midline of the body of the worm was fitted to a spline and divided into 20 equal segments.The local angle at each of the 18 inner segments, θ~i~, was defined as the angle between its two flanking segments, s~i−1~ and s~i+1~. (**A**) Body-bends propagating from the head (left arrow) to the tail (right arrow) during forward locomotion in a wild-type mid L4 larva. For the purpose of demonstration, the local angles of only eight segments along the body were plotted. The color map corresponds to angles from the most anterior (brown), through the middle (orange and yellow), to the most posterior (grey) body-regions. Each bend appears as a peak or a trough in the local angle. A successive bend is initiated at the head ∼4 s before its predecessor reaches the tail. (**B**) Angles at the same eight body segments during early L4 lethargus. When the animal is quiescent the local angles remain constant or relax slowly. (**C**) The fraction of time, calculated from a 10 min running window, that individual body segments (as denoted on the worm schematic) are quiescent. Body-segments that are further removed from the head of the animal exhibit more quiescence than more anterior segments, such that the overall quiescent behavior associated with L4 lethargus reflects the quiescence of the head and the neck. (**D**) The length of the body (top) and the mean angle along its midline between the mid L4 and mid young adult stages. Shaded area denotes the L4 lethargus period. The reduction in body-length during lethargus may be a signature of growth in the volume of the body at a time when expanding the surface area of the body is constrained. Panels (**C** and **D**) depict N = 37 animals, mean ± SEM. Standard errors are illustrated as shadowed areas surrounding the plotted averages.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.00782.003](10.7554/eLife.00782.003)10.7554/eLife.00782.004Figure 2.Modulation of locomotion between the mid-L4 and mid-young-adult stages in wild-type animals.(**A**) The locomotion behavior of each animal at each time-point was determined to belong to one of four characteristic classes: forward (Fwd), dwelling (Dwl), quiescence (Qsc) or backward (Bck). The average fractions of time out of a 10-min running window in which animals exhibited each of the four characteristic behaviors were plotted. (**B**) The frequency of generation of body-bends (top) and the velocity of bends that propagated from the anterior to the posterior of the body, that is, during forward locomotion. During lethargus, rearward propagating bends were rare, and a meaningful average could not be obtained. Panels (**A** and **B**) depict N = 37 animals, mean ± SEM. Standard errors are illustrated as shadowed areas surrounding the plotted averages. (**C** and **D**) The modulation of locomotion in single animals. The bars above each plot indicate epochs of active wakefulness (dark brown) or quiet wakefulness (light grey). In all panels the shaded rectangular area indicates the period of L4 lethargus.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.00782.004](10.7554/eLife.00782.004)

Anterior body-regions exhibit reduced quiescence as compared to mid-body and posterior regions {#s2-2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although the term lethargus, describing reduced activity associated with molting in a variety of nematode species, was already in use about a century ago ([@bib66]; [@bib54]; [@bib52]), the detailed dynamics of this behavior have only recently been studied ([@bib45]; [@bib30]; [@bib3]). In *C. elegans*, head/neck and body motor circuits govern the generation and propagation of body-bends ([@bib71],[@bib72]; [@bib40]; [@bib60]; [@bib13]; [@bib69]), and the body motoneuron network exhibits an iterative pattern of six interconnected modules along the anterior-posterior axis ([@bib27]). It was thus possible that different body regions would exhibit distinct temporal dynamics of quiescence. To identify such patterns, we divided the midline of the animal to 20 equi-length segments, and quantified the fraction of time spent in quiescence by the individual angles between pairs of segments, during the period from mid L4int to the mid young adult stage ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). While an abrupt increase in the fraction of quiescence at the onset of lethargus occurred in all of the individual body-regions, most of them exhibited elevated quiescence during the preceding 2-hr period. Interestingly, the most anterior region was the least quiescent throughout the measurement. Subsequent regions exhibited successively increasing quiescence, with the mid-body being the most quiescent. As a result of this ordering, the temporal dynamics of quiescence of the entire animal mirrored that of the head/neck region. We thus concluded that the activity of the head/neck motoneuron circuits determined the outcome of previously reported measurements of whole-animal quiescence ([@bib45]; [@bib51]; [@bib6]; [@bib30]; [@bib3]).

*C. elegans* locomotion is modulated during larval development {#s2-3}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Although behavioral quiescence provides the most prominent example of modulation of posture and locomotion during development ([@bib45]; [@bib51]; [@bib30]; [@bib19]; [@bib49]), additional instances of modulation could occur outside of lethargus. To identify such phenomena, we focused on four categories of locomotion behavior: forward and backward locomotion were defined by the appropriate directional propagation of body-bends along the anterior-posterior axis, dwelling was defined as non-directional propagation of body-bends, and quiescence was defined as sub-threshold changes in body angles (see 'Materials and methods'). Aligning behavioral data by the onset of lethargus for each 10 hr measurement and averaging between animals, we observed a decrease in the percentage of time spent in forward locomotion during the 4 hr preceding L4leth and a corresponding increase in the percentage of time spent in dwelling ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). During the first 1--2 hr following L4leth termination, wild-type behavior was characterized by a high, decreasing fraction of dwelling, and a low, increasing fraction of forward locomotion. Backward locomotion was modulated more weakly during the period of the measurement.

In agreement with our previous findings using complementary methods ([@bib30]) we found that the overall curvature, quantified as the mean absolute angle, was modulated during lethargus, and that the overall growth rate of the body length outside of lethargus was 2% per hour ([Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the propagation velocity of anterior-to-posterior body-bends and the frequency of generation of bends were gradually downregulated during late L4int, and upregulated during the early young adult stage ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Although the frequency of bend generation was naturally limited by how quickly bends propagated away from their point of origin, there was no a priori restriction on how low this frequency could be. The similarity between the dynamics of bend generation frequency and of bend velocity suggested that the former could serve as an adequate proxy for the latter throughout the measurement period.

*C. elegans* locomotion exhibits a behavioral switch between active wakefulness and quiet wakefulness during intermolt development {#s2-4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The gradual modulation of the average behavioral dynamics shown in [Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} could result from a progressive modulation in individual animals or from abrupt but asynchronous events. To distinguish between these possibilities, we examined the behavior of the individual animals in our dataset. We found that the forward velocities of individual animals decreased gradually (data not shown). In contrast, the fraction of time spent in forward locomotion and dwelling alternated between high and low values, giving rise to the definition of two behavioral states: active wakefulness, characterized by a high proportion of forward locomotion, and quiet wakefulness, characterized by a high proportion of dwelling ([Figure 2C--D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Transitions between active and quiet wakefulness were in the form of rapid behavioral switches, suggesting that they represented two distinct behavioral states.

In order to further characterize the observed behavioral dynamics we measured the durations of the epochs of active wakefulness prior to the onset of L4leth. The simplest model, a two-state Markov chain with constant rates of transitions into and out of the active wakefulness state, would yield Poisson statistics, that is, an exponential distribution of epoch durations. The histogram of epochs longer than 3 min was thus fit to exponential (N(t) ∼ e^−t/τ^) and power-law (N(t) ∼ t^−(1+α)^) distributions, and the Akaike information criteria (AIC) were calculated in order to compare the two models ([@bib8]; [@bib9]). Interestingly, the power law fit ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, AIC = −3.1) was strongly favored over the exponential fit (AIC = 13.1): the Akaike weight was 0.9997, indicating that the probability that the power-law model better described the data was 99.97%. The exponent obtained from the power law fit was −(1+α) = −1.83 ± 0.31 (95% confidence intervals, R = 0.95). These results indicated that a simple, Poissonian, model would not adequately describe the observed transitions between active and quiet wakefulness. Rather, the long tail of the power-law distribution suggested that the active wakefulness state was stabilized during L4int.10.7554/eLife.00782.005Figure 3.The dynamics of the active wakefulness state during the three hours prior to L4 lethargus in wild-type animals.(**A**) A histogram of the durations of epochs of active wakefulness plotted on a log-log scale. Epoch durations longer than 3 min exhibited a power-law distribution with an exponent --(1+α) = −1.83±0.31. (**B**) Two displacements along the y-axis of a sample trace of the fraction of forward locomotion, Δy~1~ (between filled circles) and Δy~2~ (between empty circles). Both displacements correspond to an identical time interval, Δt. The time-averaged mean square displacement (TMSD) is calculated in two steps: (i) using a sliding window to calculate the mean squared displacements along traces of each of the individual animals ([@bib20]); (ii) averaging the results obtained from the previous step for all animals. (**C**) The TMSD plotted on a log-log scale as a function of the time-interval, Δt. The TMSD was calculated for the subset of N = 20 animals where data 3 hr prior to the onset of L4leth was available (N = 20). The TMSD exhibited power-law growth with the exponent (1−α) = 0.32 ± 0.03, consistent with a value of α ≈ 0.7. Inset: for the purpose of illustration, the TMSD for a two-state Markov chain with a comparable mean duration of epochs is shown to reach its saturation value at Δt ≈ 400 s (vertical dashed line).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.00782.005](10.7554/eLife.00782.005)

An additional quantity that can be used to detect the signature of an underlying non-Poissonian process is the time-averaged mean squared displacement (TMSD): the mean squared difference between the values of the process at two time-points that are Δt apart, as illustrated in [Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. In simple cases such as a two-state Markov chain, when the TMSD is plotted as a function of Δt it saturates at a constant value at long measurement times ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, inset). In contrast, in processes with no underlying timescale, that is, where the duration of the intervals follow a power-law distribution, the TMSD increases as the time interval increases, exhibiting its own, related, power-law long-term behavior (S(Δt) ∼ Δt^(1−α)^) with an exponent 1−α, where α is determined by the durations of the epochs ([@bib56]; [@bib10]). We thus measured the TMSD for the fraction of time spent in active wakefulness during the 3 hr prior to L4leth. As shown in [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the resulting long-term behavior was characterized by the exponent 1−α = 0.32 ± 0.03 (95% confidence intervals, R = 0.96), consistent with a value of α ≈ 0.7. These findings support the hypothesis of a mechanism for stabilizing the active wakefulness state during L4int, resulting in the observed distribution of epoch durations.

Increased G~αs~ signaling extends the persistence of the active wakefulness state {#s2-5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Both the loss of function mutation of the *kin-2* gene---encoding a negative regulatory subunit of the cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) KIN-1---and the gain of function mutation of the adenylyl cyclase gene *acy-1* were inferred to result in increased activity of the holoenzyme ([@bib48]; [@bib46]; [@bib12]). Correspondingly, both mutations result in hyperkinetic behavior outside of lethargus and reduced quiescence during lethargus ([@bib48]; [@bib46]; [@bib12]; [@bib43]; [@bib3]). We thus assayed the dynamics of locomotion of these mutants from mid L4int to the mid young adult stage. In particular, we asked whether both their velocity and the overall structure of the active and quiet wakefulness states were different from wild-type and from each other. We found that in both cases active wakefulness persisted from mid L4int until the onset of L4leth, and resumed at the end of L4leth ([Figure 4A--B,D--E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Correspondingly, as compared to wild-type, these mutants spent a significantly reduced amount of time in quiet wakefulness before and after lethargus ([Figures 4 and 7](#fig4 fig7){ref-type="fig"}), and exhibited an approximately two-fold increase in peak velocity during L4int and milder downregulation of velocity in anticipation of L4leth ([Figure 4C,F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, consistent with previous reports ([@bib3]), during bouts of non-quiescent behavior in lethargus ('motion bouts') we observed a large increase in the prevalence of forward locomotion in *kin-2* and *acy-1(gf)* mutants. Taken together, these results suggest that increased PKA activity stabilizes active wakefulness.10.7554/eLife.00782.006Figure 4.Increased G~αs~ signaling stabilizes active wakefulness outside of L4leth.The effects of increased G~αs~ signaling on locomotion were assayed using animals mutant in two genes: a loss of function mutation of *kin-2*, encoding a negative regulatory subunit of PKA, and a gain of function mutation of *acy-1*, encoding an adenylyl cyclase. (**A** and **D**) Locomotion dynamics of a single animal between the mid L4 and the mid young adult stages. In contrast to wild-type behavior, forward locomotion was also prominently observed during L4leth (see also [Figures 7 and 8](#fig7 fig8){ref-type="fig"}). (**B** and **E**) The average fractions of time out of a 10-min running window in which animals exhibited each of the four characteristic types of locomotion. (**C** and **F**) The frequency of generation of body-bends of mutant (dark grey) and wild-type (light grey, data from [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) animals. Panels (**B**--**F**) depict N~*kin-2*~ = 16 animals, N~*acy-1(gf)*~ = 17 animals, mean ± SEM. Standard errors are illustrated as shadowed areas surrounding the plotted averages.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.00782.006](10.7554/eLife.00782.006)

Decreased G~αs~ signaling antagonizes the persistence of the active wakefulness state {#s2-6}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Animals carrying a null mutation of *kin-1* or *acy-1* die as embryos or first stage larvae respectively. However, animals carrying a partial loss of function allele of the *acy-1* gene appear superficially wild-type. We assayed these mutants to determine whether the partial loss of function of the cyclase would confer the opposite phenotype from that of the gain of function, and found this to be the case outside of lethargus but not during lethargus. During the last 4 hr of L4int quiet wakefulness was significantly exaggerated and the active wakefulness state was fragmented---animals displayed a larger number of switches out of brief epochs of active wakefulness ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, after the termination of L4leth, quiet wakefulness was exaggerated and active wakefulness was reduced. However, during L4leth the dynamics of quiescence and locomotion of the mutants were similar to wild-type ([Figures 7 and 8](#fig7 fig8){ref-type="fig"}). These results are consistent with the idea that PKA activity stabilizes the active wakefulness state. They further suggest that during lethargus, when active wakefulness is strongly suppressed, the native role of PKA signaling in modulating locomotion and quiescence may be minor.10.7554/eLife.00782.007Figure 5.Decreased G~αs~ signaling destabilizes active wakefulness outside of L4leth.The effects of decreased G~αs~ signaling on locomotion were assayed using a loss of function mutation of the adenylyl cyclase gene, *acy-1*. (**A**) Locomotion dynamics of a single animal between the mid L4 and the mid young adult stages (see also [Figures 7and 8](#fig7 fig8){ref-type="fig"}). (**B**) The average fractions of time out of a 10-min running window in which animals exhibited each of the four characteristic types of locomotion. (**C**) The frequency of generation of body-bends of mutant (dark grey) and wild-type (light grey, data from [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) animals. Panels (**B** and **C**) depict N~*acy-1(lf)*~=15 animals, mean ± SEM. Standard errors are illustrated as shadowed areas surrounding the plotted averages.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.00782.007](10.7554/eLife.00782.007)

Decreased neuropeptide release destabilizes the active wakefulness state {#s2-7}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tomosyn, a target of PKA ([@bib1]), was shown to negatively regulate both *unc-13*-dependent synaptic transmitter release and *unc-31*-dependent neuropeptide release in *C. elegans* ([@bib21]; [@bib22], [@bib23]). Since hyper-activation of PKA could bypass the requirement for UNC-31 in the docking of dense core vesicles (DCVs), the GSA-1(G~αs~) and the UNC-31/CAPS pathways were suggested to converge to control DCV release ([@bib48]; [@bib46]; [@bib12]; [@bib73]; [@bib43]). We could not analyze the behavior of *unc-13* mutants due to their severe locomotion defects, but in order to assess whether the modulation of locomotion during L4int depended on the release of DCVs, we assayed *unc-31* mutants ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The resulting phenotype was similar to that of *acy-1(lf)* mutants. As compared to wild-type animals, outside of lethargus *unc-31* mutants exhibited increased occupation of the quiet wakefulness state, a fragmented active wakefulness state, and overall lower velocities. In contrast, during L4leth, the dynamics of quiescence and locomotion of *unc-31* mutants were similar to wild-type. Unlike *acy-1(lf)* mutants, the mutation in the *unc-31* gene resulted in elevated levels of backward locomotion outside of lethargus and a decrease in directed locomotion during motion bouts in lethargus ([Figures 7 and 8](#fig7 fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together with the *acy-1(lf)* phenotype, these results support a model in which PKA activity stabilizes active wakefulness during L4int (at least in part) by regulating DCV exocytosis, but only plays a minor role in regulating locomotion during lethargus.10.7554/eLife.00782.008Figure 6.Decreased neuropeptide release (in animals mutant for the gene encoding UNC-31/CAPS), or decreased CREB activity (in animals mutant for the gene encoding the *C. elegans* CREB ortholog, CRH-1), destabilize active wakefulness outside of L4leth. Both UNC-31/CAPS and CRH-1 act downstream of PKA.(**A** and **D**) Locomotion dynamics of a single animal between the mid L4 and the mid young adult stages (see also [Figures 7 and 8](#fig7 fig8){ref-type="fig"}). (**B** and **E**) The average fractions of time out of a 10-min running window in which animals exhibited each of the four characteristic types of locomotion. (**C** and **F**) The frequency of generation of body-bends of mutant (dark grey) and wild-type (light grey, data from [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) animals. Panels (**B**--**F**) depict N~*unc-31*~ = 19, N~*crh-1*~ = 16 animals, mean ± SEM. Standard errors are illustrated as shadowed areas surrounding the plotted averages.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.00782.008](10.7554/eLife.00782.008)10.7554/eLife.00782.009Figure 7.Comparisons of mutant and wild-type behavior before, during and after lethargus.Panels (**A**--**D**) aggregate the data collected during the 2--4 hr prior to the onset of L4leth, the 0--2 hr prior to the onset of L4leth, L4leth, and the 0--2 hr after the termination of L4leth. Each column summarizes the data for a given type of locomotion (Forward, Dwelling, Backward, and Quiescence) for all genotypes. Asterisks denote behavioral patters that were significantly different from wild-type (p\<0.05). Each bar depicts mean ± SEM, and the sizes of the datasets are the same as in [Figures 2, 4--6](#fig2 fig4 fig5 fig6){ref-type="fig"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.00782.009](10.7554/eLife.00782.009)10.7554/eLife.00782.010Figure 8.Forward and backward locomotion during motion bouts, that is, bouts of non-quiescent behavior during lethargus.(**A**) The percentage of the duration of individual motion bouts that was spent in directed locomotion (forward---left, backward---right) on each of the genetic backgrounds. (**B**) Venn diagrams depicting the fraction of motion bouts (out of the total number of motion bouts that were longer than 10 s) where any forward or backward locomotion was detected. Increased G~αs~ signaling resulted in a larger fraction of motion bouts that included directed motion, and a larger percentage of the total duration of individual bouts that was spent in directed locomotion. Partially decreased G~αs~ signaling resulted in wild-type-like motion bouts. Strongly decreased neuropeptide release resulted in a mild reduction in forward locomotion and a mild increase in backward locomotion during motion bouts. Loss of CREB function increased the fraction of motion bouts that included directed locomotion, as compared with wild-type. Asterisks denote behavioral patters that were significantly different from wild-type (p\<0.05). (**C--D**) The effects of G~αs~ signaling on the duration of bouts and the fraction of time spent in quiescence during two time intervals: t = 10--40 min (**C**), and t = 105--250 min (**D**), where t = 0 corresponds to the onset of L4leth.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.00782.010](10.7554/eLife.00782.010)

Loss of function of the cAMP response element-binding protein (CREB) disrupts the ability to consolidate a global locomotion state during the last 5 hr of L4int {#s2-8}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Another major target of PKA is the cAMP response element-binding protein (CREB), a transcription factor that, after phosphorylation by PKA, induces gene expression through promoters containing the cAMP-response element (CRE) enhancer ([@bib39]). Although the *C. elegans* ortholog of CREB, CRH-1, was primarily implicated in long-term habituation and memory ([@bib34]; [@bib33]; [@bib42]; [@bib64]) it was possible that it could also have a role in regulating larval locomotion. To address this question, we assayed *crh-1* mutants ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Outside of lethargus, *crh-1* mutants exhibited more poorly-defined global locomotion states, although a clear active wakefulness state was observed in 4 out of 16 animals 5--6 hr prior to L4leth. Gradual transitions between directed locomotion and dwelling were commonly observed during this period, in contrast to the abrupt wild-type switching. In addition, the mutants exhibited lower overall velocities and increased backward locomotion. During L4leth, the dynamics of quiescence of *crh-1* mutants were similar to wild-type ([Figures 6 and 7](#fig6 fig7){ref-type="fig"}). However, the mutants did show significantly increased levels of directed (forward and backward) locomotion during motion bouts as compared to wild-type ([Figures 6 and 8B](#fig6 fig8){ref-type="fig"}). The levels of directed motion during lethargus of *crh-1* mutants were similar to those of *kin-2* and *acy-1(gf)* mutants, possibly indicating a disruption to lethargus behavior. We concluded that two of the downstream targets of PKA, namely neuropeptide release and CREB, acted coherently to stabilize active wakefulness during L4int, while playing a minor role in regulating quiescence and locomotion during lethargus.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

Changes to neural circuits induced by experience or development can occur on timescales of hours to months. Neuromodulators such as biogenic amines or neuropeptides often act on such long timescales, modifying the output of neural circuits by altering the activity of neurons and affecting synaptic connections ([@bib2]; [@bib38]). Yet there are few techniques for tracking long-term physiological and behavioral dynamics and mostly offer limited resolution ([@bib14]; [@bib17]; [@bib26]). Counter-intuitively, despite the simplicity of invertebrate models, detailed longitudinal studies designed to follow their behavioral trends across development are rare as well.

In order to study these processes, we have established a novel high-throughput assay, and obtained the first analysis of *C. elegans* locomotion on developmental timescales. Since data analysis is the bottleneck of prolonged, detailed studies of behavior, we developed PyCelegans, a suite of tools that leverages high performance parallel computing to speed up the computational analysis in our workflow. Accordingly, bottlenecks were shifted back to experimental elements, permitting increased throughput. PyCelegans leverages only open source, freely available tools and libraries. These utilities (Python, NumPy, SciPy, mpi4py) are top tier open source scientific computing tools, among the most widely used by researchers developing their own analyses. As such, it is virtually guaranteed that they will be available at any dedicated research computing facility. Moreover, the suite is easily extendable---additional analyses and features are simple to incorporate within the existing framework.

Quiet wakefulness was previously reported in diverse species such as various mammals, birds and reptiles, and can comprise a large percentage of the waking state ([@bib47]; [@bib16]; [@bib11]). However, to the best of our knowledge, quiet wakefulness was not previously reported in nematodes. During its larval development the nematode *C. elegans* is required to integrate newly differentiated neurons into its neural circuits ([@bib61]; [@bib62]; [@bib72]) and to reshape the connections of existing cells ([@bib70]; [@bib63]). At the same time, the animal grows, develops new organs, and undergoes four molts. Maintaining the functionality of essential motor programs such as feeding, locomotion and defecation concurrently with these anatomical and physiological changes imposes constraints on the developing animal; modulation of behavioral patterns may contribute towards satisfying these constraints. In particular, 2--4 hr prior to lethargus, the seam cells exhibit increased synthetic activity and begin to deposit the new cuticle ([@bib52]; [@bib41]). The timing of quiet wakefulness that we observed coincided with the timing of this activity. Thus, it is possible that this state may assist with maintaining an appropriate energy balance.

Our analysis revealed a novel behavioral switch that toggled between the active and quiet wakefulness states prior to L4leth. The distribution of durations of the epochs of active wakefulness supported a model in which this state was actively stabilized and ergodicity was weakly broken ([@bib56]; [@bib10]). We note that the global locomotion states that we report are distinct from the cGMP-dependent short intervals of continuous roaming or dwelling behavior, previously described in adults ([@bib18]). We have shown that upregulating or downregulating G~αs~ signaling stabilized or destabilized active wakefulness respectively. Downregulated neuropeptide release in *unc-31* mutants, a gene encoding the calcium-dependent activator protein for secretion (CAPS) required for the priming and docking of DCVs ([@bib55]; [@bib35]), affected behavior similarly to downregulated G~αs~ signaling. These findings extend the previously reported effects of PKA signaling on locomotion and quiescence ([@bib48]; [@bib46]; [@bib12]; [@bib45]; [@bib43]; [@bib3]). Moreover, PKA was shown to catalyze the phosphorylation of tomosyn, a highly-conserved syntaxin-binding protein. Phosphorylation of tomosyn by PKA reduced its interaction with syntaxin and enhanced the formation of the SNARE complex ([@bib1]). In *C. elegans*, tomosyn (TOM-1) was shown to negatively regulate synaptic transmitter release and UNC-31/CAPS-dependent neuropeptide release ([@bib22]), and KIN-1 alleviated the suppression of both processes by phosphorylating TOM-1 (J Richmond, personal communications, February 2013). Interestingly, a mutation in the *tom-1* gene suppressed behavioral deficits and DCV accumulation in *unc-31* mutants ([@bib22]). Similarly, enhanced PKA activity was shown to be sufficient for bypassing the requirement for UNC-31 for the release of DCVs ([@bib73]; [@bib43]). Taken together, these findings support a model in which KIN-1 and TOM-1 regulate locomotion.

Upregulating G~αs~ signaling resulted in enhanced active wakefulness outside of lethargus and enhanced directed locomotion during L4leth, mirroring previous findings in *Drosophila melanogaster* and in *C. elegans* ([@bib31]; [@bib3]). These results were also consistent with a previous observation that acute activation of the photoactivated adenylyl cyclase PACα in cholinergic neurons evoked an enhanced activity response ([@bib68]). Downregulating G~αs~ signaling resulted in a clear locomotion phenotype outside of but not during L4leth. However, loss of CREB function resulted in an enhancement of directed locomotion, as well as changes in the dynamics of bouts of motion and quiescence ([Figure 8C,D](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), during lethargus. In addition, *crh-1* mutants exhibited strong locomotion defects outside of lethargus. Studies of the effects of cAMP signaling on sleep in *D. melanogaster* and in mice have demonstrated that CREB, when activated by PKA, promotes the duration of wakefulness ([@bib28]; [@bib24]; [@bib50]). The mild loss of function phenotypes of *acy-1(lf)* and *unc-31* during lethargus may be explained by a floor effect, while the implications of the *crh-1* phenotype remain to be understood. Interestingly, a recent study reported that adenylyl cyclase activity increases the intensity of nighttime sleep in *Drosophila* ([@bib65]). Taken together, our analyses indicated that both PKA-dependent pathways acted in concert to regulate active wakefulness during L4int and the early young adult stages.

Finally, the approach to quantifying locomotion presented here provides several distinct advantages. Visible phenotypes were invaluable for uncovering molecular pathways that regulated behavior, but were largely based on crude classifications such as hypo- or hyper-kinesis or a focus on arbitrarily defined features. It was recently shown that the space of shapes adopted by the nematode *C. elegans* is low dimensional, and that these dimensions ('eigenworms') can provide a quantitative description of behavior ([@bib57]). This exquisitely sensitive analysis revealed the underlying simplicity of complex locomotion dynamics as well as subtle behavioral phenotypes that had been previously undetectable ([@bib58],[@bib59]; [@bib7]). However, this analysis does not provide an intuitive interpretation of the detected phenotypes that may directly relate to the underlying neuronal activity. Tracking of individual body-bends opens the door to a heuristic description of *C. elegans* locomotion, composed of intuitive building blocks. As in the case of the eigenworms, one underlying assumption of this analysis is that *C. elegans* does not maintain a 'mental map' of its environment, nor does it keep track of its own acceleration in the laboratory frame of reference. Rather, it responds to external and internal cues solely by altering its own body-posture. Specifically, the primary task of the motor neurons during directional motion is to generate body-bends and propagate them along the body in the appropriate direction ([@bib25]; [@bib60]; [@bib57]; [@bib27]; [@bib4]; [@bib69]). It follows that a natural, heuristic model for describing directional locomotion can be constructed using the rates of generation, propagation, and decay of body-bends. Tracking each body-bend from initiation to eventual demise thus provides direct experimental measurements of the basic building blocks of nematode locomotion.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Strains {#s4-1}
-------

*C. elegans* strains were maintained and grown according to standard protocols ([@bib5]). The wild-type strain used was *C. elegans* variety Bristol, strain N2. The following mutant strains were obtained from the *Caenorhabditis* Genetics Center: KG518 *acy-1 (ce2)* III (gf), KG532 *kin- 2(ce179)* X, CB169 *unc-31(e169)* IV, KP1182 *acy- 1(nu329)* III (lf) and YT17 *crh-1(tz2)* III.

Behavioral assays {#s4-2}
-----------------

Animals were synchronized by restricting the duration of egg-laying (placing gravid adults on plates for 6 hr, removing the parents, and selecting L4s 3 days later), grown at 20**°**C on standard NGM plates, and fed OP50 bacteria until their mid L4int larva stage. They were then transferred to individual 0.8 × 3.7 mm 'artificial dirt' chambers ([@bib36]). The chambers, containing an overnight OP50 *Escherichia coli* culture that was concentrated 10-fold and suspended in NGM liquid ([@bib51]; [@bib30]), were sealed with a coverslip held in place with VALAP (a mix of equal parts of vaseline, lanolin and paraffin wax) at the corners and submerged, facedown, in NGM buffer inside a petri dish to prevent drying. Each observation chamber contained a single animal. Behavior was recorded for 10 hr at a rate of 10 frames per second using a 5 megapixels CCD camera (Prosilica GC2450, 2448 × 2050 pixels, Allied Vision Technologies, Stadtroda, Germany). We recorded at a magnification of 4.2X, resulting in a resolution of 1.54 × 1.54 μm^2^/pixel; the body length of a typical L4leth larva was approximately 500 pixels (750 μm). The contrast at the edges of the animals was maximized, typically by setting background levels to 230--250 on a greyscale of 0--255, and by focusing slightly away from the middle plane of the pharynx.

Data analysis {#s4-3}
-------------

We developed a suite of tools, called PyCelegans, for image analysis on high performance parallel computing resources. Similar to previously described methods ([@bib29]), PyCelegans identifies the body of the animal in each frame and calculates the coordinates of 100 points along its midline, ordered from head to tail. The rate of segmentation failure, where the animals could not be properly identified, was typically 5% of all frames. Frames in which the animal was not identified were not included in the dataset, but their timing was accounted for when time-stamping subsequent frames. Each midline was divided into 20 equal segments and the local angle at each of the inner 18 segments was calculated as shown in [Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The raw angle dynamics data was smoothed with a Gaussian filter with a width of 5 frames (0.5 s).

Body-bends were defined as positions of local spatial maxima or minima of the angles ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The position of each bend was tracked from the time of its initiation until it decayed (typically at the head or the tail) or was interrupted by 10 consecutive missing frames. Forward locomotion was defined by the propagation of bends in the anterior-posterior direction that persisted for at least three consecutive midline segments. Backward locomotion was defined analogously. Quiescence of an individual segment was defined as an interval in which the rate of change of the corresponding angle did not exceed a threshold of 0.01 radians/sec. Neither missing frames in which the inferred change in angle was below a threshold of 0.3 radians, nor motion occurring in isolated single frames, were considered to interrupt a bout of quiescence.

At each time point, the whole-animal behavior was classified as forward, backward or dwelling by applying a majority rule to the dynamics of the individual body-bends. Dwelling occurred when the number of bends propagating in both directions was equal (typically zero). Whole-animal quiescence was defined as the state where the most anterior angle (between the head and neck segments) and at least 16 of the remaining 17 angles were quiescent. The fraction of time spent in each behavior was calculated with a running-average window of 10 min for [Figures 1 and 2](#fig1 fig2){ref-type="fig"} and 4--6 min for [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The onset/termination of lethargus was defined as the first/last point of increasing/decreasing whole-animal quiescence fraction that was followed by 20 consecutive minutes of the quiescence fraction remaining above/below a threshold of 5%. Source code, documentation, and a sample dataset are available to download from GitHub (<https://github.com/labello/pycelegans>).

Statistical analysis {#s4-4}
--------------------

Mutant behavior was compared to wild-type in [Figures 7 and 8](#fig7 fig8){ref-type="fig"} using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Bonferroni adjustments to compensate for multiple comparisons. Exponential and power-law models for the data presented in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} were compared by calculating Akaike information criteria (AIC) ([@bib8]; [@bib9]).
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eLife posts the editorial decision letter and author response on a selection of the published articles (subject to the approval of the authors). An edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the substantive concerns or comments; minor concerns are not usually shown. Reviewers have the opportunity to discuss the decision before the letter is sent (see [review process](http://www.elifesciences.org/the-journal/review-process)). Similarly, the author response typically shows only responses to the major concerns raised by the reviewers.

Thank you for sending your work entitled "A longitudinal study of *C. elegans* larvae reveals a novel locomotion switch, regulated by G~αs~ signaling" for consideration at *eLife*. Your article has been favorably evaluated by a Senior editor and 3 reviewers, one of whom is a member of our Board of Reviewing Editors.

The following individual responsible for the peer review of your submission wants to reveal his identity: Ronald Calabrese (Reviewing editor).

The Reviewing editor and the other reviewers discussed their comments before we reached this decision, and the Reviewing editor has assembled the following comments to help you prepare a revised submission.

From a technical point of view there are some significant advances here: an unprecedented content-rich longitudinal study of development/behavior and novel parallel processing tools for analyzing large-scale image data. On the other hand, there are some significant concerns because the reviewers were not convinced of the importance of the biological questions posed or what we have learned from the analysis at this stage. We strongly suggest publication as a methods paper plus proof-of-principle biology. In that case, the methods need to be described in much more detail than is done currently (perhaps to the point of releasing the software) and better placed in the context of other previously reported methods.

Specific concerns:

1\) The description of the behaviors themselves and the "switches between them" lacks conceptual clarity. The reviewers circled around this difficult issue in different ways but arrived at the same point that a more intuitive description is necessary. One wrote: "Dwelling and forward locomotion as defined are mutually exclusive behaviors. Is it then useful to discuss them as different behavioral states that have state durations independent of one another? I think it would be helpful if the authors rationalized their view more, or perhaps considered simplifying the whole approach and speaking of the animals spending more or less time performing mutually exclusive behavior, and that the advent of and return from lethargus simply promotes one behavior over the other, perhaps for simple mechanical reasons having to do with the cuticle. The mutations then simply promote one behavior over the other. I also have a difficult time imagining what the animal is "trying" to accomplish by dwelling behavior, and so I am not sure it represents a behavior and not a dis-coordination of locomotion brought on by developmental changes in underlying neuronal networks and hormonal signaling. Perhaps we are saying the same thing, but the authors should consider that their framework could be confusing.

At a minimum the authors must explain in simple language what the data of [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} means; not all neuroscientists interested in this work will have a background in physics and computer science."

Another wrote: "The conclusions regarding whether or not behavior is actively or stochastically controlled during this period are based on statistical analysis, as the data do not allow an intuitive understanding. This is a bit dissatisfying, as one relies on the "black box" of statistical analysis and modeling." Another wrote: "The authors seem to use "stabilizing the forward state" in two distinct ways. First, it is used to describe an unknown mechanism by which the statistics of forward movement become non-Poissonian (though I know of no good a priori reason to expect the statistics to be Poissonian). Later, in the context of results from mutant animals, "stabilizing the forward state" simply denotes an increase in rates of forward movement, which could occur independently of the distribution of forward movement times. The terminology should be clarified."

2\) At present no detailed molecular details or neuronal control circuits can be deduced from the work notwithstanding that the authors show an influence of PKA signaling on the behavioral changes surrounding/during lethargus. PKA signaling is such a general determinant of cellular activity that it almost would have been surprising if it had no effect on these longitudinal behavioral changes. This consideration and the strength of the method and the depth of the quantitative analyses led the reviewers to push this manuscript towards a methods paper plus proof-of-principle biology. We do not suggest that the authors remove any of the biological data but rather present it as an application of the method, and make sure conclusions drawn from the results are well-supported.

3\) The authors observe a gradient of activity level during lethargus, with the anterior regions the most active and posterior the least. This description is followed by several poorly supported claims: "As a result of this hierarchy, the dynamics of quiescence of the angle between the head and the neck segments was almost indistinguishable from the dynamics of whole- worm quiescence." First, the term "hierarchy" implies that anterior segments exert control over posterior segments. This cannot be concluded from the mere observation that the anterior segments are more active. Second, what constitutes "almost indistinguishable" when comparing "dynamics"? Both concepts seem vague. "We thus concluded that the head/neck motoneuron circuits governed the dynamics of the previously measured whole-animal quiescence." This conclusion again seems to rest on the assumption that if the head moves more than the rest of the body, its neural circuits must be governing the system.

4\) The authors must provide much more detail about the methods and consider making the software available. They must discuss the advantages and disadvantages of their system in the context of other systems that are available.

The authors should also consider providing a comparative analysis for at least one parameter they analyzed here, with another less high-content worm tracking system, e.g., the parallel worm tracker by the Goodman lab, to see if the conclusions they made would have required the massive data acquisition and analysis they performed. The parallel worm tracker is geared towards analyzing many worms in parallel, and while it does not analyze worm posture, but rather movement of the center-of-mass, it can still be used to define forward and backward locomotion (or turns), as well as quiescence. It can be used to analyze single animals, or probably also a reasonable number of worms in parallel (to speed up the process). The system is using freely available Matlab code and requires only a comparatively simple video camera. Alternatively, if the authors have access to such a system, the tracking system used by Stirman et al (Nature Methods, 2011), can analyze behavior including body posture and forward as well as backward locomotion.
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Author response

*1) The description of the behaviors themselves and the "switches between them" lacks conceptual clarity. The reviewers circled around this difficult issue in different ways but arrived at the same point that a more intuitive description is necessary. One wrote: "Dwelling and forward locomotion as defined are mutually exclusive behaviors. Is it then useful to discuss them as different behavioral states that have state durations independent of one another? I think it would be helpful if the authors rationalized their view more, or perhaps considered simplifying the whole approach and speaking of the animals spending more or less time performing mutually exclusive behavior, and that the advent of and return from lethargus simply promotes one behavior over the other, perhaps for simple mechanical reasons having to do with the cuticle. The mutations then simply promote one behavior over the other. I also have a difficult time imagining what the animal is "trying" to accomplish by dwelling behavior, and so I am not sure it represents a behavior and not a dis-coordination of locomotion brought on by developmental changes in underlying neuronal networks and hormonal signaling. Perhaps we are saying the same thing, but the authors should consider that their framework could be confusing*.

We noted that our usage of the terms "forward-dominated state" and "dwelling-dominated state" to describe global states caused confusion with the concepts of "forward locomotion" and "dwelling". As a result, the conceptual clarity of the manuscript was compromised. In order to improve the conceptual clarity of the manuscript we have revised the text to explicitly reflect the following points:

\(A\) The global behavioral states are now referred to "active wakefulness" and "quiet wakefulness". This terminology increases clarity, and is consistent with the language used previously in other animal models.

\(B\) "Quiet wakefulness" was previously reported in numerous animals, (Flanigan WF, Brain Behav Evol 8: 401-436, 1973; Ruckebusch Y, Animal Behav 20:637-643, 1972; Campbell SS and Tobler I, Neurosci Behav Rev 8:269-300, 1984). While the specific function of quiet wakefulness may not always be clear, and may depend on the species in question, quiet wakefulness was reported in diverse species such as various mammals, birds, and reptiles, and can comprise a large percentage of the waking state. To the best of our knowledge, quiet wakefulness was not previously reported in nematodes.

\(C\) We stress that both quiet and active wakefulness involve a mix of forward, backward and dwelling locomotion, albeit with distinct proportions. Thus, despite the fact that at any given point in time forward locomotion and dwelling are mutually exclusive, distinct global states of wakefulness were not guaranteed a priori. The discovery of these distinct states in *C. elegans,* as well as the abrupt switching between them, are among the major findings reported.

\(D\) The switching between active and quiet wakefulness was observed 2--3 hours prior to lethargus. The timing and the abruptness of the switching, taken together with the observation of multiple events of switching back and forth between the two states, practically rule out the possibility of simple mechanical effects. No suggested physiological or developmental event prior to lethargus can serve as a plausible candidate for abrupt back and forth changes in the mechanical properties of the body (cuticle).

*At a minimum the authors must explain in simple language what the data of [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} means; not all neuroscientists interested in this work will have a background in physics and computer science.*"

*Another wrote: "The conclusions regarding whether or not behavior is actively or stochastically controlled during this period are based on statistical analysis, as the data do not allow an intuitive understanding. This is a bit dissatisfying, as one relies on the "black box" of statistical analysis and modeling." Another wrote: "The authors seem to use "stabilizing the forward state" in two distinct ways. First, it is used to describe an unknown mechanism by which the statistics of forward movement become non-Poissonian (though I know of no good* a priori *reason to expect the statistics to be Poissonian). Later, in the context of results from mutant animals, "stabilizing the forward state" simply denotes an increase in rates of forward movement, which could occur independently of the distribution of forward movement times. The terminology should be clarified.*"

Poissonian statistics are regarded as the outcome of a very simple (sometimes thought of as "the simplest") underlying process, a stationary process, with time-independent rates of transition between the states, and in which non-overlapping time intervals are independent. The purpose of [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} was to demonstrate that such a simple model does not suffice to describe the observed behavioral dynamics, in contrast to, e.g., the dynamics of egg laying in *C. elegans* (Waggoner et al., Genetics 154: 1181--1192, 2000). The text was revised to explain this point, making use of the concepts of active and quiet wakefulness, and better explain the data presented in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.

*2) At present no detailed molecular details or neuronal control circuits can be deduced from the work notwithstanding that the authors show an influence of PKA signaling on the behavioral changes surrounding/during lethargus. PKA signaling is such a general determinant of cellular activity that it almost would have been surprising if it had no effect on these longitudinal behavioral changes. This consideration and the strength of the method and the depth of the quantitative analyses led the reviewers to push this manuscript towards a methods paper plus proof-of-principle biology. We do not suggest that the authors remove any of the biological data but rather present it as an application of the method, and make sure conclusions drawn from the results are well-supported*.

Although the method used for this study was adequate for the analysis reported here, its development is not complete. The development of the analysis method(s) is an ongoing project, and in light of recent advances we expect to publish a full-length technical report describing the software in the near future. In contrast, the focus of the current manuscript is the distinction between active and quiet wakefulness in *C. elegans,* the timing of these two states, the abrupt switching between them, and the roles of PKA signaling in this context. The findings have far reaching implications for prolonged assays, both outside of and during lethargus. We readily acknowledge that due to the many downstream targets of PKA our current understanding of the underlying mechanisms is incomplete. We respectfully suggest that this is often the case in newly discovered phenomena, and that our findings exceed the level of mere proof-of-principle.

*3) The authors observe a gradient of activity level during lethargus, with the anterior regions the most active and posterior the least. This description is followed by several poorly supported claims: "As a result of this hierarchy, the dynamics of quiescence of the angle between the head and the neck segments was almost indistinguishable from the dynamics of whole- worm quiescence." First, the term "hierarchy" implies that anterior segments exert control over posterior segments. This cannot be concluded from the mere observation that the anterior segments are more active. Second, what constitutes "almost indistinguishable" when comparing "dynamics"? Both concepts seem vague. "We thus concluded that the head/neck motoneuron circuits governed the dynamics of the previously measured whole-animal quiescence." This conclusion again seems to rest on the assumption that if the head moves more than the rest of the body, its neural circuits must be governing the system*.

We acknowledge a poor choice of wording on our part. The text was not meant to suggest that the head/neck neural circuits govern other neuronal circuits, but rather that the previously reported method of measuring the quiescence of the entire animal is equivalent to measuring of quiescence of the head region. The phrase "governed the dynamics" was originally meant to imply that the fraction of quiescence of the entire animal basically reflected the fraction of quiescence of the head region. The appropriate section has been rephrased.

*4) The authors must provide much more detail about the methods and consider making the software available. They must discuss the advantages and disadvantages of their system in the context of other systems that are available*.

We are happy to share the current version of our software through [GitHub](https://github.com/labello/pycelegans), although it is still a work in progress. We expect to publish a full-length methods manuscript describing the method in full in the near future.

*The authors should also consider providing a comparative analysis for at least one parameter they analyzed here, with another less high-content worm tracking system, e.g., the parallel worm tracker by the Goodman lab, to see if the conclusions they made would have required the massive data acquisition and analysis they performed. The parallel worm tracker is geared towards analyzing many worms in parallel, and while it does not analyze worm posture, but rather movement of the center-of-mass, it can still be used to define forward and backward locomotion (or turns), as well as quiescence. It can be used to analyze single animals, or probably also a reasonable number of worms in parallel (to speed up the process). The system is using freely available Matlab code and requires only a comparatively simple video camera. Alternatively, if the authors have access to such a system, the tracking system used by Stirman et al (Nature Methods, 2011), can analyze behavior including body posture and forward as well as backward locomotion*.

Once the distinction between "active wakefulness" and "quiet wakefulness" has been characterized, and their respective timing established, identifying center of mass motion might suffice for certain, *but not all*, experiments. At the same time, a direct comparison with the Goodman lab worm tracker would not be easily feasible for the following reasons:

A\) In a multi-worm assay the existing tracker does not consistently identify individual animals for prolonged periods. In addition, Matlab code cannot be executed on high performance parallel machines due to licensing issues. Taken together, these limitations would result in very long analysis times.

B\) The existing tracker was optimized for animals on an agar plate, where prolonged continuous assays often fail (e.g., due to the animal escaping or burrowing). Adjustments of the existing Matlab code may be required in order to ensure adequate performance in our assays.

We note that we do not have access to the tracking system used by Stirman et al., but similar considerations apply in this case.
